
Meade -world's best-selling telescopes.

ETX-90EC shown with
standard -equipment
Electronic Controller

Meade ETX-90EC Astro Telescope
Study the rings of Saturn, the Andromeda galaxy, moon
craters, or view distant land objects-all up close and in
ultra -high -resolution detail. The compact 90mm-
diameter mirror/lens optical system gathers 225%
more light than a 60mm lens telescope. Includes
4 -speed, pushbutton Electronic Controller (EC), 26mm
(1%.,") high -quality eyepiece, 8x21mm viewfinder. Add
#497 Autostar (top right) for automatic object location.
Requires 8 "AA" batteries. Was $599.99 in 2001 catalog.
RSU 12128682 New Low Price! 499.99

Saturn- by Meade

Model DS-114AT

SpaceExplorer Software
included with

Saturn Telescopes

it

Computer -controlled
Saturn telescopes

by Meade
Advanced standard features include
the #494 Autostar Computer
Controller for pushbutton location
and tracking of celestial objects.
Observe any of 1,419 celestial
objects in the database just by
entering in the Autostar display and
pressing GO TO.

ETX-70AT shown with
standard -equipment #494
Autostar Controller

Meade ETX-70AT
Astro Telescope
For the casual observer interested in viewing the moon,
planets, bright deep -space, and land objects, but not
requiring the larger, more serious light -gathering capability
of the advanced ETX-90EC. Features compact, coated
70mm lens optical system; MA25mm and MA9mm (14")
eyepieces; includes #494 Autostar" for automatic object
location of 1,419 celestial objects in its database-just scroll
to desired object and press GO TO (see #49L, at right).
Requires 6 "AA" batteries. RSU 12251864 299.99

40 Just a few of
the objects

you can see!

GO TO Digital Telescopes

Model DS-60AT

Both shown with
standard -equipment

#494 Autostar GO TO
Computer Controller

(see above right)

Saturn model DS-114AT
Large, precision -polished 114mm-diameter (412") primary mirror permits
observation of a breathtaking array of celestial objects. With 361% more
light -collecting ability than the DS -60 or DS-60AT, you see much brighter and
more detailed images. Includes 3 eyepieces (SR4mm, H12.5mm, H25mm); 3x
Barlow lens; 5x24mm finderscope; adjustable aluminum tripod with shelf;
#494 Autostar. Requires 10 "AA" batteries. RSU 12251880 399.99

Saturn model DS-60AT
Precision -coated 60mm optics yield sharp, high -resolution images on all
objects. Includes 3 eyepieces (SR4mm, H12.5mm, H25mm); 3x Barlow lens;
5x24mm finderscope; adjustable aluminum tripod with accessory shelf; #494
Autostar. Requires 10 "AA" batteries. RSU 12251872 299.99

Meade #497 Autostarr"
Computer Controller
for use with
Meade ETX-90EC
Plug the additional option
#497 Autostar Computer
Controller into the control
panel of Meade ETX-90EC and
after a quick one -minute
initialization, you can locate
hundreds of galaxies, nebulae,
star clusters, the major planets
from Mercury to Neptune-
database contains over 14,000
objects. Once a celestial object is located, Autostt
directs the telescope to track object across sk)
automatically. Includes many other features. we
$149.99 in 2001 catalog.

RSU 12130167 New Low Price! 99.9!

Meade #494 Autostar
is included with Meade
ETX-60AT, Saturn DS-114AT
and DS-60AT
The universe is in the palm of your hand; neve
before has such powerful telescope technology beer
so affordable and easy to operate, even by the mos
casual observer. The standard -equipment #49L
Autostar includes the GO TO features of the #49,
Autostar (above), but with a smaller 1,419 -objet
database including all 8 major planets, 110 de4
space Messier objects, 74 galaxies, and more
4 -speed dual -axis operation. Once a celestial objeci
is located, Autostar directs the telescope tc
automatically track the object across the sky.

Saturn Model 60 AZ -D
Includes coated 60mm lens; precision -machined
yoke mount with altitude slow-motion control; 3
eyepieces (SR4mm, H12.5mm, H25mm) for a wide
range of powers; 3x Barlow lens; 5x24mm
finderscope; adjustable aluminum tripod with
accessory shelf; free astronomical software.
RSU 12251898 99.99

Saturn Model DS -60
Basic Digital Series Telescope includes coated
60mm lens; 3 eyepieces (SR4mm, H12.5mm,
H25mm); 3x Barlow lens; 5x24mm finderscope;
aluminum tripod with accessory shelf; free
astronomical software. Accepts optional GO TO
electronic upgrades (extra, details inside box).
RSU 12167268 149.99

44411:=00 AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: ordering at our stores from RadioShack Unlimited°
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


